ATTENTION: ROOM 3662, FBIHQ.

PROJECT NINE NAUGHT EIGHT (908); SUPPORT TO THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY, BUDED NOVEMBER 15, 1985.


SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT BASED ON COLLECTIVE KNOWLEDGE OF SPECIAL AGENTS WORKING IN COUNTIES LISTED IN REFERENCED COMMUNICATION WERE ESSENTIALLY NEGATIVE AND RESULTS OF INQUIRIES.

SET FORTH BELOW BY COUNTY:

CLEVELAND COUNTY

1. CRIMINAL ACTIVITY.

   A. ORGANIZED CRIME GROUPS - NEGATIVE.

   B. HIGH LEVEL OF NON-ORGANIZED CRIME - NEGATIVE.

2. INTELLIGENCE RELATED ACTIVITIES.

   A. INTELLIGENCE/DEFENSE ACTIVITIES WHICH MAY BE TARGETS - NEGATIVE.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HERIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE.
B. TRAVEL OF HOSTILE INTELLIGENCE PERSONNEL WITHIN THIS PAST YEAR - NONE.

3. EXTREMIST/TERRORIST RELATED ACTIVITIES.
   A. FOREIGN GROUPS OR INDIVIDUALS - THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA AT NORMAN, OKLAHOMA IS LOCATED IN CLEVELAND COUNTY AND (S) THERE ARE CURRENTLY 297 STUDENTS
   B. DOMESTIC GROUPS OR INDIVIDUALS - NONE.

4. PERTINENT DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS - NEGATIVE.

MUSKOGEE COUNTY

1. CRIMINAL ACTIVITY.
   A. NEGATIVE.
   B. NEGATIVE.

2. INTELLIGENCE RELATED ACTIVITIES.
   A. NEGATIVE.
   B. NEGATIVE.

3. EXTREMIST/TERRORIST RELATED ACTIVITIES.
   A. NEGATIVE.
   B. NEGATIVE.
4. PERTINENT DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS - NEGATIVE.

OKMULGEE COUNTY.

1. CRIMINAL ACTIVITY.
   A. NEGATIVE.
   B. NEGATIVE.

2. INTELLIGENCE RELATED ACTIVITIES.
   A. NEGATIVE.
   B. NEGATIVE.

3. EXTREMIST/TELEGRIST RELATED ACTIVITIES.
   A. NEGATIVE.
   B. NEGATIVE.

4. PERTINENT DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS - CREEK NATIONAL CAPITOL
   LOCATED AT OKMULGEE, OKLAHOMA; HOWEVER, SURROUNDING AREA DOES NOT
   CONTAIN ANY LARGER CONCENTRATION OF INDIANS AS COULD BE EXPECTED
   IN OTHER AREAS OF EASTERN OKLAHOMA.

CANADIAN COUNTY

1. CRIMINAL ACTIVITY.
   A. NEGATIVE.
   B. NEGATIVE.
2. INTELLIGENCE RELATED ACTIVITIES.
   A. NEGATIVE.
   B. NEGATIVE.

3. EXTREMIST/TERORIST RELATED ACTIVITIES.
   A. NEGATIVE.
   B. NEGATIVE; HOWEVER, LEVEL 4/5 FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL
      INSTITUTION LOCATED AT EL RENO, OKLAHOMA.

4. PERTINENT DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS - NEGATIVE.

   G BY G3, DCL, OADR.
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